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Abstract

We test whether a norm-based intervention increases cooperation when decisions are
taken by teams, not individuals. Teams in our experiment are crews from fishing
boats at Lake Victoria, Tanzania. We randomize two decision making mechanisms10

(majority voting and the choice of a random team member) across social informa-
tion treatments. This allows identifying experience with hierarchical or egalitarian
decision structures, both present at Lake Victoria. Providing information on the
behavior of previous teams increases average cooperation by 14% and 19% for egal-
itarian and hierarchical team decisions, respectively. Further, captains from boats15

with hierarchical organization are particularly responsive to the norm-based inter-
vention.
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1 Introduction

Groups, not individuals, are the key actors in many social dilemmas. For example, de-

cisions on how to combat climate change are taken by countries. Similarly, corporations25

interact or collude in competitive markets. Further, many natural resources are man-

aged by communities and harvested by groups or teams of individuals. These social

dilemmas cannot be solved by formal regulations alone. Therefore, activists, scholars,

and policy makers advocate “social norms as solutions” (Nyborg et al., 2016). By now

there is ample evidence that norm-based interventions, such as providing information30

on the behavior of others, can indeed nudge individuals towards socially desirable ac-

tions (Farrow et al., 2017; Bergquist et al., 2019). However, it is not known whether

norm-based interventions are effective when groups or teams of individuals make joint

decisions. This begs the question, can norm-based interventions also change collective

actions?35

In this paper, we present an economic experiment that studies the effect of social

information on cooperation of unitary teams in a prisoner’s dilemma.1 We vary whether

participants are informed about the cooperative behavior of other teams in a previous

experimental session and test the effectiveness of our intervention on naturally occurring

teams. Each team consists of three fishermen that work together on the same boat at40

Lake Victoria, Tanzania. Fisheries at Lake Victoria are a particularly good setting for

our research as fishermen work in teams and face the social dilemma of common-pool

resource use every day. Moreover, overfishing threatens the income and food security

of more than four million people in the region and formal regulations remain ineffective

(Mkumbo and Marshall, 2015; Irvine et al., 2019) so that the fisheries at Lake Victoria45

are a prototypical target for norm-based interventions.

Early contributions on the effect of social information from the laboratory and the

field focus on the promotion of environmentally-friendly consumer behavior such as en-

ergy use reduction (Allcott, 2011; Costa and Kahn, 2013), water conservation (Ferraro

et al., 2011), and towel reuse in hotels (Goldstein et al., 2008). While applications have50

broadened to include studies on, e.g., charitable giving (Croson et al., 2009; Goeschl

et al., 2018) or tax compliance (Hallsworth et al., 2017), norm-based interventions have

1In unitary teams, members have to make a joint decision and receive identical payoffs such that
there is no material conflict of interest within teams (Kocher et al., 2020). The focus on unitary teams
distinguishes our design from the literature that studies multi-level public good games (Blackwell and
McKee, 2003; Buchan et al., 2009; Gallier et al., 2019). Similarly, the literature on group contests
(Sheremeta, 2018) studies situations in which team members have an incentives to exert effort in order
to win a between-group competition while simultaneously having incentives to free ride on the efforts of
other members.
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been predominantly used in settings where agents do not directly interact with each

other. Yet, with direct outcome dependencies between agents, information on the be-

havior of others is especially relevant for decision making. The successful application of55

norm-based interventions in strategic games, documented by an increase of cooperation

in the public goods game (Fehr and Schurtenberger, 2018; Diekert et al., 2020) or higher

transfers in the trust game (Bicchieri et al., 2020) suggests a view that was formulated

by Binmore (2010): social norms are equilibrium selection devices, especially when ra-

tionality provides limited guidance or incentives are in conflict. Activating cooperative60

norms through the provision of information about the behavior of others may nudge

collective action towards socially desirable behavior.

Decision making for individuals who interact with other individuals differs from de-

cision making for teams that interact with other teams. In a social dilemma between

teams, there are two decision tasks. First, members of a team have to coordinate among65

each other to reach a joint decision. Second, the team as a whole interacts with other

teams on solving the dilemma. When individuals interact with other individuals, they

only face the second task. The behavioral implications of the differences between indi-

vidual and team decision making are documented by a long-standing literature in social

psychology (Schopler and Insko, 1992; Wildschut et al., 2007) and economics (Kugler70

et al., 2012; Kocher et al., 2020): teams make more rational and selfish decisions.2 Con-

sequently, individual decisions are not necessarily a good predictor of team decisions

(Charness and Sutter, 2012). Findings on the effect of norm-based interventions on

individual decisions cannot be used to infer their effect on team decisions.3

In general, comparing behavioral responses of individuals and teams is of little use75

for practical policies as changing who is the relevant actor is rarely a viable policy option.

In contrast, a relevant policy question is whether a norm-based intervention should at

all be implemented when decisions are taken by teams. Moreover, policy makers would

want to know whether the success of the intervention depends on certain characteristics

of team decision making. Therefore, we study the effect of a norm-based intervention80

2The finding is labeled as “discontinuity effect” in the social psychology literature to describe that
team decisions are less pro-social than suggested by the aggregate preferences of all team members
(Insko et al., 1988, 1990; Schopler and Insko, 1992; Schopler et al., 1995). In strategic interactions,
the discontinuity effect is explained by the following phenomenon: (i) agents are selfish to benefit the
in-group, (ii) agents are selfish because they do not trust other teams and fear exploitation, and (iii)
teams are selfish because each members is less identifiable and is therefore able to evade responsibility
for selfish actions, see Wildschut et al. (2003) for a review.

3Social information affects both the first task of intra-team coordination and the second task of
inter-team cooperation and these tasks are likely to interact in complex ways. Hence the effect of social
information on individual cooperation decision is not a ceteris paribus counterfactual that identifies the
effect of being in a team, conditional on social information (Manski, 1993).
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for two team coordination mechanisms: (i) hierarchical organization, and (ii) egalitarian

organization. To capture an egalitarian decision making process, we impose that teams

use majority voting. That is, all team members state their preferred action and the

behavioral response that is favored by the majority of individuals within the team is

chosen as the team’s action. In a hierarchical organization, teams reach a decision85

through the dictatorial choice of one team member. Here, only the action chosen by this

“dictator” determines the team’s action, possibly overruling a team majority preference.4

The mechanism that teams use to coordinate on an action in strategic settings can

significantly change the nature and interplay of the interaction between teams (Song,

2009). Majority voting, for example, may lead to a diffusion of responsibility. The90

individual within a team is not distinctly identifiable and can therefore not be solely

held accountable for the outcome. Without such accountability, the motivation to adhere

to moral norms is diminished, resulting in more selfish behavior (Charness, 2000; Song,

2009; Conrads et al., 2013). By the nature of dictatorial choice, diffusion of responsibility

is not possible. Here, other motivations matter. For example, dictators may act tough95

since they are concerned with the impression they make on their team, unwilling to

let down other members (Dufwenberg and Gneezy, 2000). The effect of norm-based

interventions on team decisions likely depends on the coordination mechanism and in

turn on the motivations associated with being a dictator or partaking in a majority

decision.100

While some examples of egalitarian organizations exist, hierarchical organization is

by far the dominant decision making structure in the economy (Coase, 1937; Williamson,

1967). Indeed, most fishing boats around the world have a captain that takes critical

production decisions. In contrasting this organizational structure with the egalitarian

approach of majority voting, we can leverage a special feature of our field setting: At Lake105

Victoria, only about half of all fishing crews have a designated captain who dictates the

critical production decisions. In the other half, all crew members (including the captain)

decide together. In particular, we use the fact that the coordination mechanism in our

experiment is imposed in random treatment assignment. Hence, some fishing crews are

able to apply their experience with either a hierarchical or an egalitarian organization.110

In contrast, other crews are put in the position to determine the team’s action in an

organizational structure that they are unfamiliar with. This allows us to analyze whether

the effect of a norm-based intervention in the experiment depends on participants’ real

life experience.

4In spite of the label “dictator” which is commonly used in the dictator game, participants in our
experiment have no discretion over how the payoff is distributed within the team.
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Experience may determine whether participants consider the information about oth-115

ers’ behavior to be valuable input. On the one hand, experience can limit the effective-

ness of such a norm-based intervention because individuals may default to a behavioral

response in familiar situations (Lapinski and Rimal, 2005) or focus on the “secondary

meaning” of the provided message (Ozaki and Nakayachi, 2019).5 On the other hand,

experience may increase the effectiveness of a norm-based intervention because it allows120

individuals to process the information better (Richter et al., 2018) and reduce self-serving

interpretations of the message (Bicchieri and Dimant, 2019).

Our results suggest that a norm-based intervention can indeed increase cooperative

behavior when decisions are made by teams. For both hierarchical and egalitarian orga-

nizational structures, cooperation rates with social information are significantly higher125

than without. Yet, we only observe a change in the perceived social norm under hier-

archical decision making. The result is consistent with the related literature, indicating

that the behavioral change for decisions is mediated by a change in beliefs. With a ma-

jority voting mechanism, social information has a negligible effect on descriptive beliefs.

Moreover, we identify heterogeneous treatment effects with respect to experience. For130

the dictatorial decision mechanism, the overall treatment effect of social information is

driven by those participants that have decision making authority in real life while those

without experience are unaffected by the norm-based intervention. In contrast, the over-

all treatment effect for majority decisions is driven by teams that work in hierarchical

organizations.135

2 Team Decisions and Behavioral Change

We provide unitary teams with information about the behavior of other teams in a social

dilemma. To assess whether such a social information message is likely to increase coop-

eration, we first survey both the related literature on team behavior and the literature

on norm-based interventions. What are the drivers of team decisions, do those drivers140

vary for different team coordination mechanisms, and what is known about the processes

through which norm-based interventions induce behavioral change?

5The secondary meaning of any message that attempts to induce desirable behavior is that there
are indeed some agents that do the opposite. For example, Schultz et al. (2007) report a so-called
“boomerang effect” in their study on inducing energy conservation where low users increase their energy
consumption as they were directed to the fact that low usage did not seem to be the norm before the
intervention.
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2.1 Team Decisions

While the neo-classical theory of self-interested, rational agents fails to predict individual

behavior, it applies remarkably well to joint decisions (Bornstein and Yaniv, 1998; Kugler145

et al., 2012; Charness and Sutter, 2012). Teams make patient, time-consistent choices

(Shapiro, 2010; Denant-Boemont et al., 2017) and seek efficient outcomes, i.e., they

are good at earning high payoffs through cognitive sophistication (Charness and Sutter,

2012) and the avoidance of miscoordination (Feri et al., 2010). Moreover, teams generally

transfer small amounts in non-strategic allocation tasks such as the dictator game (Luhan150

et al., 2009).6

Team behavior is more self-interested and rational than individual behavior also in

strategic interactions. Experiments in social psychology (Schopler and Insko, 1992) and

economics (Kagel and McGee, 2016) show that teams prefer maximizing own benefits

over making socially optimal decisions in a social dilemma.7 Three main motivations155

why teams are non-cooperative when they interact with other teams emerge: (i) social

support for self-interest, (ii) the fear of exploitation by other teams, and (iii) the evasion

of responsibility.

First, teams defect in a social dilemma because team members have a preference to

benefit the in-group. While choosing a non-cooperative strategy hurts the out-group,160

it maximizes the in-group payoff. That is, defection benefits oneself and one’s team

members. It can be rationalized as an act of shared self interest (Insko et al., 1990;

Kugler et al., 2012) in which pro-social preferences towards other groups is crowded

out by parochial altruism (Charness and Chen, 2020). Such altruism is consistent with

a let-down aversion of one’s own team (Charness and Holder, 2019) as cooperation is165

costly not only at the expense of own payoffs but also at the expense of the in-group.

Second, teams defect in a social dilemma because they fear the exploitation by other

teams. Defection protects oneself and the in-group against a sucker payoff (Bornstein

et al., 2004) and becomes necessary as a defensive response when other teams are not

trusted to cooperate (Kagel and McGee, 2016). A lack of trust in interactions between170

teams is documented in Kugler et al. (2007) and Song (2009), who find that teams expect

6Further research on behavioral regularities in team decisions includes studies on uncertainty prefer-
ences, see Kocher et al. (2020) for a review. While Stoner (1961) is the first study to show a so-called
“risky shift” in team decisions as a result of polarized attitudinal judgments, evidence with respect to
teams’ risk preferences remains inconclusive as later studies fail to replicate Stoner’s results (Baker et al.,
2008) or even show that teams are rather risk averse decision makers (Shupp and Williams, 2008; Masclet
et al., 2009).

7In other related strategic settings, similar results are found. In the ultimatum game (Bornstein and
Yaniv, 1998), the trust game (Kugler et al., 2007), or in a gift-exchange game (Kocher and Sutter, 2007)
teams exhibit only limited pro-social preferences.
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other teams to act selfish.

Third, teams defect in a social dilemma because team members evade the responsi-

bility for conforming with norms on socially desirable behavior. The individual within

a team is not identifiable and thus cannot be solely held accountable for a selfish choice175

(Schopler et al., 1995; Kugler et al., 2012). The resulting diffusion of responsibility fa-

cilitates selfish behavior (Charness, 2000). Moreover, the lack of distinct identification

allows team members to hide behind a “shield of anonymity”. This increases the social

distance between teams which is detrimental for cooperation (Bohnet and Frey, 1999).8

The motivations of shared self-interest and the fear of exploitation apply to all team180

decisions, but the possibility to evade responsibility depends on the coordination mech-

anism that teams use to make a joint decision (Song, 2009). Under hierarchic decision

making, diffusion of responsibility is not possible. The person that dictates the action for

the team is identifiable, and by the converse argument of Charness (2000), should coop-

erate more. However, (Atanasov and Kunreuther, 2016) show that team representatives185

are cautious decision makers that act tough as they worry about the impression they

make with their team, unwilling to let down other members (Dufwenberg and Gneezy,

2000). The responsibility for in-group payoffs may hence crowd out cooperation between

teams (Charness and Jackson, 2009; Humphrey and Renner, 2011).

To summarize, several motivations including shared self-interest among team mem-190

bers, the fear of exploitation by others, and the lack of responsibility drive teams towards

self-interested behavior. Consequently, there is a need for tools that focus team decisions

on socially optimal strategies.

2.2 Behavioral Change through Norm-based Interventions

Behavior and opinion of others are powerful drivers of individual decision making. A195

large number of successful norm-based interventions leverages this fact. The studies by

Croson et al. (2009) and Bicchieri and Xiao (2009) show how norm-based interventions

activate social norms: After individuals receive credible information about what oth-

ers do (descriptive norm) or about what others consider to be appropriate (injunctive

8Comparing the studies by (Cason and Mui, 1997) and Luhan et al. (2009), who study team decisions
in a dictator game, highlights the implications of identifiability. While Luhan et al.’s (2009) finding of
selfish allocations is in line with the large majority of the literature on team decisions, it contrast with the
results in Cason and Mui (1997), who observe more altruistic decisions. Among the differences between
the two studies that may cause those higher transfers is the fact that Cason and Mui (1997) publicly
identify single team members when teams are formed and thereby remove the shield of anonymity.
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norm), they update their expectations about others’ beliefs and behavior.9 Thereby,200

social information changes the perceived social norm. Both injunctive and descriptive

information has been successfully used in norm activation and rely on linking a socially

accepted value to a target behavior (Miller and Prentice, 2016).10 As long as individ-

uals perceive the behavior of others to be a desirable action, or have an unconditional

preference for conformity, a change in the perceived social norm can cause a change in205

individual behavior.

Norm-based interventions can induce a behavioral change also in strategic settings.

For example, a message on others’ behavior in a social dilemma conveys useful infor-

mation on (i) which behavior is desirable, (ii) which behavior may lead to equitable

outcomes, and (iii) whether one should fear the exploitation by others. Here, norm ac-210

tivation can work through norms of fairness and norms of trust and is not limited to

prompting conformity preferences.

A number of theoretical models formalize the intuition that non-compliance intro-

duces disutility from violating personal normative beliefs as well as social expectations

(Sugden, 2000; Kimbrough and Vostroknutov, 2016; Michaeli and Spiro, 2017). In the215

case of individual norm-transgression, others are feared to show resentment and respond

with ostracism (Bénabou and Tirole, 2011) or other forms of social punishment (Engl

et al., 2018). A growing experimental literature documents the positive effect social

information on pro-social behavior, both in the trust game (Bicchieri et al., 2020), and

in the public goods game (Fehr and Schurtenberger, 2018; Diekert et al., 2020).220

The credibility of the social information message and the relevance of the reference

group are two main principles that have been identified for a successful design of norm-

based interventions (Miller and Prentice, 2016; Bicchieri and Dimant, 2019). Agents

may disregard a message about others’ behavior or beliefs if it (i) does not come from a

trusted source, or (ii) does not draw a comparison to a relevant social group. Moreover,225

Diekert et al. (2020) show that in strategic settings, the effect of social information

increases with social proximity to the counterpart of the interaction. We are not aware

of a study that tests whether the effect of a norm-based intervention depends on real-life

9Belief formation is usually tracked through incentivized elicitation of injunctive and descriptive beliefs
(Bicchieri, 2017). Yet, dependencies between stated beliefs and behavior complicate the identification
of normative or descriptive beliefs as driving mechanisms of behavioral change. While some agents’
behavior may be driven by the motivation to justify one’s beliefs, others may state a certain belief to
justify their behavior (Andreoni and Sanchez, 2014). Eymess (2021) studies the interplay of beliefs,
behavior, and social norms with a conditional process analysis.

10Bicchieri and Xiao (2009) show that injunctive messages carry descriptive meaning and vice versa.
That is, if others consider an action to be appropriate, the message reveals that it is likely for them to
act accordingly. Likewise, if others are showing a certain kind of behavior, it is likely that they consider
it to be appropriate.
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experience, but we note that experience ties in to the discussion on the message’s overall

relevance to its audience.230

2.3 Norm-based Interventions and Team Decisions

To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that tests whether norm-based inter-

ventions are effective when decisions are taken by teams. Furthermore, the literature

on team decision makes it clear that we can neither extrapolate individual decisions to

team decisions, nor can we hope to find an exhaustive and accurate theory that predicts235

how social information affects individual decisions in groups and how these aggregate to

team actions.

On the one hand, one could reasonably expect that a norm-based intervention does

work on teams. There is ample evidence that individuals hold significant other-regarding

preferences (potentially differentiated by team membership) as well as preferences for240

conformity. Since a social information message is received and processed by individuals,

and there is no reason why individual team members should ignore the message, one

could expect that the positive effect of the norm-based intervention on cooperation also

comes through in a team decision. On the other hand, one could reasonably expect that

a norm-based intervention does not work on teams. The literature documents that teams245

act selfish and rational which speaks against the success of a norm-based intervention

on team decisions. As defection is the dominant strategy in the social dilemma that

we implement (see below), independent of beliefs about others’ behavior, we would not

expect any effect of the social information message.

In sum, there is little guidance on whether a norm-based intervention is successful250

in inducing pro-social actions or whether self-interest dominates in teams. Maintaining

that individuals trust the social information that is provided, and that the message

has normative implications, at least for some individuals, there is no reason to believe

that the social-information message has a negative effect on cooperation.11 Hence, we

formulated (and pre-registered12) directed hypotheses that predict a positive effect of255

social information on cooperation. Since the mechanism that teams use to coordinate

on an action can significantly change how the social information is perceived and how

this plays out in the intra- and inter-team interactions, we discuss the expected effect of

social information separately for majority voting and dictator choice.

11Bicchieri and Dimant (2019) point out that social information messages can backfire if the interven-
tions are poorly designed or use an information source that lacks credibility or trustworthiness. Based
on our previous experiences with a norm-based intervention in a lab-in-the-field experiement at Lake
Victoria (Diekert et al., 2020), we were confident that this is not case in our setting.

12The pre-analysis plan is available at: https://doi.org/10.1257/rct.5542-1.0.
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2.3.1 Majority Voting260

We highlight three reasons why a social information message could increase cooperation

when teams use an egalitarian decision structure such as majority voting. First, team

members may fear less exploitation by other teams. When other teams are expected to

cooperate, they are not achieving gains at the cost of one’s own group. Hence, social

information decreases the need to defect for in-group protection. Second, team members265

may be motivated by preferences for equitable outcomes (fairness) across teams. When

other teams are expected to cooperate, cooperation of the own team is the fair response.

Hence, team members with fairness preferences are more likely to vote for cooperation.

Third, team members may be motivated by a preference for conformity. A preference for

conformity can be thought of as experiencing disutility when the actions of the own team270

differ from the actions of other teams, or when the own vote differs from the votes of the

other team members, or both. Conformity preferences increase the likelihood to vote

for cooperation if the social message is understood as a statement on the likely action of

other teams and team members experience disutility when the actions of the own team

deviate. Conformity preferences also increase the likelihood to vote for cooperation if the275

social message is understood as a statement on the likely behavior of others in general

and team members experience disutility when the own vote deviates from the vote of

others.

These three motivations differ in the underlying preference structure that is at work,

but they have the same observable implication for outcomes:280

Hypothesis 1 Average cooperation by teams with majority voting is higher with social

information

2.3.2 Dictatorial Decisions

For teams with a hierarchical organization, the reduced fear of exploitation, preferences

for fairness, and preferences for conformity are similarly suggestive of a positive effect285

of social information on cooperation. Yet, a hierarchical organization differs from an

egalitarian decision structure because the dictator cannot evade the responsibility for the

team’s outcome, and thereby the responsibility for the outcome of each team member.

On the one hand, responsibility may complement the effect of a social information

message. First, if dictators themselves have a preference for fairness or conformity with290

other teams, they should act in line with the social information message as they have

the full responsibility for the team’s decision. Second, when dictators believe that the
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members of their team have a preference for fairness or a preference for conformity with

other teams and are unwilling to let their team members down, they would also want

to act in line with the intervention. In both cases, the activation of social norms is295

amplified through responsibility. On the other hand, responsibility may be detrimental

to the effect of a social information message. The obligation of representation may induce

cautious decision making due to loss aversion which crowds out cooperation. While such

an adverse effect of responsibility would not cause the intervention to backfire, it could

force dictators to ignore the message.300

Responsibility thus has an ambiguous impact on the effectiveness of social informa-

tion in a hierarchical decision structure, but a reduced fear of exploitation, preferences for

fairness, and preferences for conformity still suggest an increase of average cooperation:

Hypothesis 2 Average cooperation by teams with a dictator choice is higher with social

information305

2.3.3 Experience

Experience with a given organizational structure could moderate the effect of the social

information intervention. If individuals are familiar with the decision making process,

they may be more receptive to the social information message and have a better idea

what to expect from other teams. Hence, experience may amplify the effect of the social310

information message. By implication, the effect of the social information message may

be muted for individuals without experience. Individuals may be occupied with figuring

out how to behave given the unfamiliar decision structure, or they may wonder how

to best interpret the social information message. Consequently, the social information

message may not translate into action for individuals without experience.315

That said, the effect of the social information message could also be weaker for

individuals with experience. If experienced individuals act automatically in familiar

decision situations, they may put less weight on the social information message. By

implication, inexperience may lead to an amplification of the treatment effect. Those

that find themselves in an unfamiliar decision situation may view the information about320

others’ behavior as especially valuable. Inexperienced individuals may think that they

make no mistake when they do what others have done.

While we expected that the extent of familiarity with an hierarchical or egalitarian

decision structure matters with respect to the information treatment, we did not pre-

register any hypothesis in this regard. Given the ex-ante ambiguous effect of experience,325

we treat it as an open question.
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3 Material and Methods

3.1 Fishing at Lake Victoria

The Lake Victoria fisheries in East Africa are an important driver of local and regional

economies in the three countries that share the lake’s resources: Kenya, Tanzania, and330

Uganda (see Figure 1). The income and food security of more than four million people

is supported by a common pool resource system that is under pressure from overfishing,

pollution, climate change, and rapid population growth (Cowx and Ogutu-Owhayo, 2019;

Gichuru et al., 2019; Irvine et al., 2019).13 As the demand for resources and food from the

lake is steadily increasing and formal regulatory structures continue to be dysfunctional,335

it is urgent to find effective policies that balance the societal needs of both short-term

resource exploitation and long-term conservation (Aura et al., 2019).

Figure 1: Map of Lake Victoria and visited landing sites

3.1.1 The Need for Informal Governance

Due to strategic incentives, limited state capacity, and dysfunctional formal institutions,

the enforcement of fishing regulations at Lake Victoria is weak. All adjacent countries340

have passed fisheries regulations to govern issues such as licensing, gear use and the

13A series of publications by Jeppe Kolding and colleagues (Kolding et al., 2014, 2016, 2019) claims
that a pessimistic focus on the problem of overfishing is misguided and stresses that issues of food
security and nutrition should be at the forefront of governance. This underlines the fact that the Great
African Lakes suffer from a multifaceted problem that is (i) inadequately addressed and (ii) in need of
a comprehensive approach for effective and sustainable management.
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protection of breeding areas. Yet, the violation of regulations is common and attempts

to reduce illegal fishing practices are plagued by issues of corruption (Nunan et al., 2018).

To help monitor and enforce regulations, landing site level co-management structures

known as beach management units (BMU), i.e., elected community representatives, were345

introduced to the lake in the late 1990s. However, strong norms of kinship compromise

the utilization of these co-management structures as formal enforcement mechanism

(Etiegni et al., 2017). Simply devolving law enforcement from the national government to

elected community representatives has not worked. Especially in situations of economic

distress, fishermen at Lake Victoria continue to break regulations.350

Resources are mostly contested on a local level since a large part of the fisheries rely

on species that populate inshore areas (Taabu-Munyaho et al., 2013). When fishing crews

choose to break regulations for their own economic benefits, they especially threaten the

livelihoods of others in their own community or in neighboring communities. The so-

cial dilemma of common pool resource use can thus be broken down to the local level,355

generating important implications for policy makers that debate between bottom-up or

top-down approaches to regulation. Through locally targeted interventions, social norms

may be a promising tool to facilitate cooperation and self-management by resource users

in local communities (Ostrom, 2008; Nyborg et al., 2016). Stakeholders that aim to

ensure the sustainable use of Lake Victoria’s resources in the long-term without jeop-360

ardizing the livelihoods of fishermen and their families in the short-term, may look to

activate social norms of cooperation in the communities themselves.

3.1.2 Fishermen are Organized in Teams

The overwhelming majority of fishermen at Lake Victoria work in crews. Figure 2 plots

the distribution of crew size in our sample. Only about 3% of fishermen harvest on their365

own while 8% work in pairs. The fishery is dominated by small fishing crews of three

(46%) and four (35%) members, indicating that the resource is contested on the boat

level and not between individual fishermen.

Fishing crews at Lake Victoria can be distinguished by their coordination mechanism

through which they reach joint decisions. An important daily decision that determines370

the catch success is the location of fishing. The fishing location is either determined by

all crew members together or by the crew’s captain or boat owner. Figure 3 shows the

distribution of decision makers for the fishing location in our sample. The two darker

colored bars indicate an egalitarian organization in which the decision is either made

by all fishermen together (including the owner who often stays ashore) or the crew that375
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Figure 2: Distribution of crew sizes of fishing crews at Lake Victoria, N = 637.

goes out for fishing. In contrast, the two lighter colored bars indicate a hierarchical

organization in which the decision is either made by the captain or the boat owner.14

We observe that the distribution between forms of organizational structure is about

equal (47% egalitarian to 53% hierarchical structure).

Figure 3: Distribution of decision makers for the location of fishing (top, N = 631).

Hence, the data not only suggests that the social dilemma of common pool resource380

use at Lake Victoria needs to be solved by teams but also that these teams use two

different coordination mechanisms to reach a joint decision. That is, fishermen operate

in teams that either operate under an egalitarian or hierarchical decision structure. We

take these two aspects as the fundamental building blocks of our experimental design

(see section 3.2).385

14There is quite some variety in ownership structures around Lake Victoria. While many owners own
just one boat that they sometimes operate themselves, boat owners in other villages own several boats
and some of them may be considered capitalistic entrepreneurs rather than traditional fishermen.
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In addition, we exploit the fact that the coordination mechanism is imposed in ran-

dom treatment assignment, such that some participants have experience with the specific

coordination mechanism used in the experiment, while others have not. When we impose

the majority voting mechanism, a team is categorized to have experience if the respec-

tive fishing crew determines the location of fishing (by themselves or together with the390

captain/owner). When the location is dictated by either the captain or the owner, the

team is categorized as not having experience with an egalitarian decision structure. In

sessions where a dictatorial decision determines the team’s action, we categorize expe-

rience with a hierarchical organization structure on the individual level. Here, there are

two dimensions to consider. First, the fisherman has to be part of a team that uses a395

hierarchical decision making process, and second, the fisherman has to be the one with

the decision power. That is, we say a participant has experience with a hierarchical

organization if the fisherman is the captain (owner) and reports that the fishing location

is dictated by the captain (owner).

3.2 Experimental Design400

The experiment is a repeated two-team prisoner’s dilemma game with disapproval and

incentivized belief elicitation. Three participants play together in a team. Two teams

share an account with eight points. Both teams play with a binary choice set, framed as a

decision to take four points from the collective account (defect) or leave the points in the

collective account (cooperate). Moves are made simultaneously. The points remaining in405

the collective account are increased and then distributed equally. For four points left in

the collective account, both teams receive three points, i.e. a marginal per capita return

of 0.75. The payoff matrix illustrates that defection is the payoff-dominant strategy

while mutual cooperation is the social optimum, see Table 1. Points are later exchanged

into real money.410

Table 1: Payoff Matrix

Team B

cooperate defect

Team A
cooperate 6,6 3,7

defect 7,3 4,4

To test the effect of a norm-based intervention, we run a social information treatment,

randomly assigned across sessions. Participants in the social information treatment (SI)
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are given information about past behavior of other teams in a previous session of the

experiment while participants in the no social information treatment (noSI) play the

prisoner’s dilemma without prior information on others’ behavior. By leveraging social415

comparison, the social information message is designed to affect participants’ expectation

about the upcoming interaction and activate social norms of cooperative play. The

following message is verbally provided during the instructions of the game:

You are not the first landing site where fishermen participated in this survey. In a

previous session, many/most teams left the points in the collective account.15420

After all participants are fully informed about the game’s rules, teams have to decide

on an action. Participants privately and simultaneously choose whether they want their

team to take four points from the collective account or leave the points in the collective

account. To reach a joint decision, teams use an imposed coordination mechanism.

The mechanism is only varied across sessions such that within sessions all teams make425

their decisions in the same way. The other coordination mechanism is not mentioned.

When teams are exposed to the hierarchical decision making structure, the team’s action

is determined by implementing the choice of a randomly selected team member. We

call this the dictatorial decision mechanism. That is, all team members make a

simultaneous choice before knowing whether their decision is implemented as the team’s430

action. When teams are exposed to the egalitarian decision making structure, the team’s

action is determined by a majority vote. That is, all team members make a simultaneous

choice before it is aggregated to a team decision by unanimity or a two-to-one split. We

call this the majority voting mechanism. Participants are not informed about the

identities of members in the other team. Direct communication or interaction within or435

across teams is not allowed.

After making their contribution decision, participants have the opportunity to ex-

press their disapproval of specific strategies. Each individual has to simultaneously

choose one of the following options: (i) to disapprove defection, (ii) to disapprove co-

operation, or (iii) to disapprove neither action. All participants are informed about the440

number of participants disapproving each option during feedback, see below. Disap-

proval votes are given without knowledge of the choices by other team members, the

15In Swahili, the meaning of both “many” and “most” is expressed by the word “wengi”. Hence,
the original Swahili message does not imply a strict majority but conveys the general information that
cooperation was a common choice by other groups. The truthfulness of the message relies on data from
one of the first sessions during the data collection (without social information) in which half the teams
cooperated.
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actions chosen by the other team that they are matched with, or the actions chosen by

the other teams in the session.

Finally, participants are informed about the outcome of the prisoner’s dilemma game.445

First, everyone within a team is informed about the choices of their team members

and the resulting team action.16 Second, all participants within a team are informed

about the action of the other team in the collective. They are however not informed

about the individual choices that lead to the aggregate decision of the other team.

Third, participants are informed about their own team’s total payoff from the prisoner’s450

dilemma. No information is given about the outcomes in other team-pairings. Finally,

everyone is informed about the number of participants in the session that disapprove of

either action and the number of participants that do not disapprove of any action. See

the Appendix A-2 for screenshots of the relevant choice situations and feedback pages.

The game is played for five rounds. Teams are re-matched into new pairs based455

on a total stranger matching protocol, i.e., for each new round of the game, teams are

randomly matched with another team that they have not played with before and will

not play with afterwards. The composition of participants in a team is fixed over all

five rounds. When teams use a dictatorial choice, each round has a new random draw

to determine whose decision is chosen as the team’s action.460

The social information message is designed to affect descriptive beliefs.17 If par-

ticipants see informational value in the message provided, descriptive beliefs should be

adjusted. Specifically, we elicit participants’ descriptive beliefs about others’ behavior

by asking what they “guess most teams in this survey will actually do?”.18 Note that the

elicitation of descriptive beliefs is incentivized with one extra point such that participants465

have no financial incentive to hide their true beliefs. Additionally, we elicit normative

beliefs by asking participants what they think is the right thing to do in the given situ-

ation. While normative beliefs were elicited in round one, we elicited descriptive beliefs

in every round.

16In dictatorial decision making, it is clearly marked which participant was randomly chosen to be the
team’s dictator.

17Also called “empirical expectations” (Bicchieri, 2017), descriptive beliefs measure the participant’s
expectation about the action of the other team his team is paired with.

18The Swahili instructions use the word “utafiti”, which translates to “study”, or “research”. In the
context of the workshop, it was clear that the phrase “in this survey” is meant to refer to the particular
experimental session.
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3.3 Implementation470

The experiment was implemented with fishermen from Lake Victoria, Tanzania. The

research trip comprised 36 sessions at 22 landing sites spanning the entire Tanzanian

coastline, see Figure 1. In a total of ten sessions (five in SI, five in noSI), we imposed

the dictatorial choice coordination mechanism while in 26 sessions (13 in SI, 13 in noSI),

we imposed the majority voting coordination mechanism. Data was collected between475

March 9th and March 31st 2020.19

For each session, six boats were randomly selected from the list of registered fishing

vessels at a given landing site. From each boat, we then randomly selected three fishers

that were willing to participate in the experiment as a team.20 Hence, we observe 18

participants in six teams that form three pairs in the prisoner dilemma in every round of480

the game. Participant characteristics are balanced across almost all relevant observables,

see Tables A-1 and A-2 in Appendix A-1. For the dictatorial coordination mechanism,

the only difference between social information and no social information treatment is

with respect to age. For the majority voting mechanism, the sample is unbalanced with

respect to crew size and the propensity of fishermen that target Dagaa at night proxied485

by the main type of gear used to catch this species.21 We control for all unbalanced

characteristics in our analysis, see Section 4.

A seating arrangement ensured that team members would not sit next to each other.

Informed consent was obtained and a detailed explanation of the game’s rules was given.

In particular, it was highlighted that all decisions have to be made anonymously, that490

communication is not allowed, and that the points earned during the game directly

translate to real money at the end of the experiment. To ensure that rules were well

understood, test scenarios were played out and comprehension of the scenarios’ outcomes

was assessed with test questions. Responses may serve as a measure of understanding in

the analysis. All decisions in the experiment were made on tablet computers using the495

oTree software (Chen et al., 2016).

After all repetitions of the prisoner’s dilemma game were completed, one round was

randomly chosen for payout. The game was calibrated such that participants, indepen-

19Two pilot sessions were run on March 6th and March 7th 2020.
20Boats in our sample have an average crew size of 3.41 with the overwhelming majority of boats

having three or four crew members, see Figure 2. That is, most often the random selection of three crew
members sampled the whole or almost the whole crew.

21The Lake Victoria fisheries are split into targeting two main species for commercial use: (i) Dagaa
which is fished at night, and (ii) Nile Perch which is fished during the day.
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dent of treatment, earn an average of approximately 2,700 Tanzanian Shilling (TZS).22

In combination with an unrelated second experiment and a questionnaire to survey500

background information, each session lasted about two hours.

3.4 Statistical Methods

The main treatment effect of interest is the difference in average team cooperation over

all five rounds between treatments with social information (SI) and without social infor-

mation (noSI), see hypotheses 1 and 2. In teams that reach a decision through majority505

voting, all three team member decisions are necessary to determine a team action such

that the outcome of interest is the team’s aggregate decision. In teams that use dicta-

torial choice, each individual team members makes a simultaneous and private decision

on behalf of the three person team before a random draw determines whose decision is

implemented as the team’s action. Hence, each individual decision is analyzed as a team510

decision.23 We average the binary cooperation decisions over all five rounds and observe

a cooperation rate (in discrete steps of 0.2 including zero and one) for N = 156 (78 in

SI, 78 in noSI) teams that use majority voting and a cooperation rate for N = 180 (90

in SI, 90 in noSI) dictators.24

To test hypotheses 1 and 2, we present descriptive results and report non-parametric515

tests as well as regression results. Whenever we compare sample or subsample means

to identify a social information treatment effect, we take the bi-modal distribution of

our ordinal outcome variable into account and report Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney two-

sample tests with exact p-values based on the actual distribution of the test statistic.

Furthermore, we use fractional probit models to examine the effect of social information520

and experience on the cooperation rate and report average marginal effects to ease the

interpretation of coefficients. For mediation analyses on beliefs, we choose different

specifications. Since descriptive beliefs are elicited as a binary measure, we use a probit

model to study the effect of social information. Likewise, to account for the categorical

measure of normative beliefs, we use an ordered probit when normative beliefs are the525

222,700 TZS translates to approx. 1 Euro. The median daily catch earnings for a fisherman is about
5,000 TZS.

23Following Selten (1965), the elicitation method of asking everyone to make a decision before randomly
determining which decision is carried out allows for an incentive compatible way of gathering data not
only on those decisions that were implemented but also on those that were not implemented.

24We are not worried about learning effects or other dependencies that occur within team’s over time.
In fact, a part of the behavioral change induced by social information is likely to transpire through the
process of retrospection and learning through the observation of other people’s behaviors in repeated
interaction. Hence, we choose to average cooperation over time as a measure that is able to capture such
a social learning effect.
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dependent variable. In all specifications, standard errors are clustered on the session

level to account for idiosyncratic conditions in the experimental setup at each landing

site.

4 Results

We first analyze the main treatment effect of interest: Does a norm-based intervention530

increase average cooperation when decisions are made by teams? Since the effect of the

intervention likely depends on the coordination mechanism and in turn on the motiva-

tions associated with being a dictator or partaking in a majority decision, we study the

main treatment effect for the two coordination mechanisms separately. In section 4.3, we

then pool all observations and present how real-life experience with the experimentally535

induced coordination mechanism moderates our results. Finally, we turn to individ-

ual outcomes (section 4.4). We analyze how the provision of social information affects

descriptive beliefs and we discuss to what extent normative beliefs and/or a desire for

conformity may explain our results.

4.1 The Effect of Social Information on Dictatorial Decisions540

Figure 4 shows average team cooperation rates given dictatorial decisions by social infor-

mation treatment. We observe a strong positive treatment effect of social information.

The average cooperation rate is 16.6 percentage points higher with social information

(54.2%) than without social information (37.6%), a significant increase in cooperation

of 44%, p = .008, combined N = 180.545

One can argue that the cooperation rate of each dictator is not an independent

observation as team members can observe each others’ decisions during the end of round

feedback. We employ two strategies to alleviate these concerns. First, we average the

three dictatorial decisions within each team, leaving us with a combined sample size of

N = 60. In the corresponding non-parametric test, the treatment difference is significant550

with p = .016.25 Second, we again limit observations to the first round as dictators

have not yet observed their team members’ choices when making their first contribution

decision. With social information, 57.8% of dictators choose to cooperate in the first

round while 43.3% cooperate without social information. The treatment difference of

25The most conservative approach poses dependencies between teams in the same session as the dic-
tator’s behavior is also influenced by the observation of other teams’ decisions. We do not share such
concerns as a total stranger re-matching procedure of teams into new collectives between rounds and
general anonymity during the decision making process rules out direct reciprocity motivations.
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Figure 4: Average cooperation rate of dictatorial choices by social information treatment
(combined N = 180).

14.5 percentage points is significant with p = .073, combined N = 180.555

Our descriptive results and non-parametric tests on the treatment difference strongly

suggest that the social information message is successful in changing team decisions when

teams use a hierarchical decision structure. The result is supported by a significant

coefficient for the social information treatment in a fractional probit regression. For the

average marginal treatment effect, see column (1) in Table 2. Social information leads560

to an increase in team cooperation by, on average, 19 percentage points (p = .029).

Hence, we accept hypothesis 2: Social information increases cooperation by teams when

decisions are made by a dictator.

4.2 The Effect of Social Information on Majority Decisions

Figure 4 shows average team cooperation rates given majority voting by social infor-565

mation treatment. We observe a positive treatment effect of social information. The

average team cooperation rate in the control group (no social information) is 33.1%

and increases by 13.8 percentage points to an average of 46.9% with social information,

p = .057, combined N = 156.26 The treatment effect is especially pronounced when

26One can argue that teams are not independent from each other within a session as they are informed
on the decision of the other team they played with at the end of each round. As we employed a total
stranger re-matching procedure between rounds, we do not share such a concern. Nonetheless, when
running a two-sample non-parametric test on the session level, the treatment difference is significant at
the 10% level with p = .087, combined N = 26.
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limiting observations to contribution decisions in the first round. Here we observe a570

team cooperation rate of 28.2% without and 47.4% with social information, a difference

of 19.2 percentage points that is significant with p = .020, combined N = 156.

Figure 5: Average team cooperation rate of majority decisions by social information
treatment (combined N = 156).

Our descriptive results and non-parametric tests on the treatment difference suggest

that the social information message is successful in changing team decisions reached

through a majority voting process. The result is supported by a marginally significant575

coefficient for the social information treatment in a fractional probit regression. For

the average marginal treatment effect, see column (2) in Table 2. The regression model

predicts that social information leads to an increase in team cooperation by, on average,

14.1 percentage points (p = .070). We therefore accept hypothesis 1: Social information

increases cooperation by teams with majority voting.580

Due to the aggregation of individual votes, majority voting may mechanically lead to

a low or high cooperation rate on the team level. To see this effect, suppose the individual

propensity to vote for cooperation is p. The probability P that a team cooperates under

majority voting when members’ votes are independent from each other is then given by

P = p3 + 3p2(1 − p). Because P < p for p ∈ [0, 1/2), and P > p for p ∈ (1/2, 1], there is585

a difference between the individual propensity to vote for cooperation and the resulting

cooperation rate of teams (unless p = 1/2).

Indeed, we find evidence for such a difference in the data: Without social information,

38.4% of all participants vote to cooperate, which leads to a team cooperation rate of

around 30%. In contrast, 47.6% of the participants that are exposed to the norm-based590
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intervention vote for cooperation, which leads to a team cooperation of just under 50%.

The treatment difference for individual votes is 9.2 percentage points and hence smaller

than the 13.8 percentage point treatment difference on the team level (see Figure 6 for a

plot of individual votes and team decisions across rounds). Nevertheless, the treatment

difference for individual votes is statistically significant with p = .032, combined N =595

468. As for team decisions, the average effect across rounds is smaller than the treatment

effect when looking only at the first period. Here we observe a treatment difference of

11.1 percentage points that is significant with p = .015, combined N = 468.27

Figure 6: Plots of average individual (circles, combined N = 468) and average team
cooperation rates (diamonds, combined N = 156) for the majority decisions without
social information (left) and with social information (right) over all five rounds.

In sum, we find that the social information treatment increases cooperation of teams

27As the individual propensity to vote for cooperation in the social information treatment is close to
50%, an average team cooperation rate of close to 50% could, in principle, both be due to the fact that
the difference between individual and team cooperation rates is small for values around 50% (see above),
or due to the fact that the social information induces a stronger correlation between individual votes.
To distinguish these two causes, we compare the multiple correlation coefficient of the observed teams
to the correlation coefficient of one thousand hypothetical teams where we randomly grouped three
participants. We find that 36% of all hypothetical teams under social information make cooperation
decisions that are more correlated than actual teams (see Figure A-1 in the Appendix. For the no social
information treatment, the corresponding share of hypothetical teams whose votes are more correlated
than for the actual teams is 65%, see A-2). Hence, it is not the case that the norm-based intervention
increases the correlation among team members’ votes.
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in the prisoner’s dilemma, irrespective of the coordination mechanism. In column (3) of600

Table 2, we present average marginal effects of a fractional probit model that compares

the dictatorial choice mechanism with the majority voting mechanism. That is, we

regress the team cooperation rate, where we consider individual choices when decisions

are made by dictators (N = 180) and majority voting outcomes otherwise (N = 156), on

the social information treatment, an indicator for the dictatorial decision mechanism, and605

an interaction term.28 The model shows robustness for the social information treatment

effect in both coordination mechanisms. While the interaction term is insignificant

(p = .698), the joint effect of social information and dictatorial decisions is significantly

different from zero (p = .021). Moreover, we document no differences between majority

voting and dictatorial decisions mechanism for team cooperation rate in the baseline610

(without social information).

4.3 How Experience Moderates the Effect of Social Information

The coordination mechanism is imposed in random treatment assignment such that

some teams are able to apply their real world experience while other teams are put

in (for them) unnatural positions to make a decision in an unfamiliar organizational615

structure. The random assignment enables us to identify whether experience with the

respective organizational structure moderates the social information treatment on team

cooperation. To isolate the moderating effect of experience from any inherent effects

of the respective coordination mechanism, we pool majority and dictatorial decisions.

We present average marginal effects of a fractional probit model in column (4) of Table620

2. The model includes a three-way interaction between social information treatment,

imposed coordination mechanism, and experience.

Conditional on no experience with an egalitarian organizational structure, social

information leads to a significant increase in team cooperation when decisions are made

by majority voting (p = .027). The treatment effect for dictatorial decisions that are625

made without experience is slightly smaller, indicated by the negative interaction term

(social information × dict. choice) and is jointly insignificant with p = .132.

To study whether real-life experience moderates the social information treatment

effect, we shift our attention to the interaction terms with experience. For majority

voting, experience with an egalitarian organizational structure has a negative, yet in-630

significant impact on the social information treatment effect (p = .209). The coefficient

point estimates suggest that social information increases team cooperation for teams

28All models include a set of observable characteristics (see table notes). For completeness, we report
all coefficients in Appendix Table A-4.
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Table 2: Average marginal effects from fractional probit models on team cooperation
rate for majority voting and dictatorial decisions

Team Cooperation Rate
Dict. decision Maj. voting Pooled

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Social info 0.190∗∗ 0.141∗ 0.142∗ 0.224∗∗

(0.087) (0.078) (0.072) (0.102)
Dict. decision 0.059 0.121

(0.086) (0.098)
Social info × dict. decision 0.043 -0.108

(0.112) (0.129)
Experience 0.093

(0.100)
Dict. decision × experience -0.321∗∗

(0.129)
Social info × experience -0.179

(0.1142)
Social info × dict. decision × experience 0.499∗∗∗

(0.187)
Individual controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 180 156 336 336

Notes: The table reports average marginal effects from team-level (for majority voting) and individual
level (for dictatorial decisions) fractional probit regression models on the team cooperation rate. Robust
standard errors are clustered at the session level (in parentheses). Margins are calculated at mean values
of all covariates. Controls include age, age squared, crew size, an indicator whether the crew mainly
targets dagaa, self-reported altruism, risk preferences and social image concerns, as well as a measure
for comprehension. All controls variables are averaged among the three team members for teams that
use majority voting. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,5, and 10% level.
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that come from boats with an egalitarian organization and whose action in the exper-

iment is determined by majority voting by 17.9 percentage points less than for teams

whose action in the experiment is determined by majority but who come from boats635

with an hierarchical organization. The joint effect of social information and experience

under majority voting is not significantly different from zero (p = .635).

For dictatorial decisions, the social information treatment effect is increased when

participants are experienced. Team cooperation rates with experience are substantially

higher than without experience (p = .001). The joint effect indicates that conditional on640

having experience, social information leads to an increase in cooperation by 55 percentage

points (p < .001). Also, we find that without information, decision makers with authority

in real life (captains or owners) cooperate significantly less than their inexperienced

counterparts. That is, baseline cooperation is significantly lower (p = .013) for those

that dictate team decisions in real life.29645

Figure 7: Average marginal effects of social information treatment conditional on expe-
rience and coordination mechanism. Whiskers indicate ±1 standard error.

For an intuitive illustration of the moderating influence of experience, we plot marginal

treatment effects in Figure 7. For majority voting, experience slightly decreases the ef-

29For majority voting, we find no conditional effect for experienced teams, i.e., baseline cooperation
is unaffected by experience (p = .350).
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fect of social information. In contrast, for dictatorial decisions we find evidence that

experience increases the effect of social information. Participants who are inexperienced

with making decisions on behalf of their team are only weakly affected by the social650

information treatment while captains and owners that have the authority to make de-

cisions for others in real life cooperate substantially more with social information than

they do without social information.

The result that the treatment effect is conditional on having experience with the

respective organizational structure is neither due to the fact that captains cooperate655

more per se, nor due to the fact that fishermen from boats with egalitarian organization

are less cooperative. In the Appendix, we present results from regression analyses on

the individual cooperation rates. For decisions taken under the dictatorial coordination

mechanism (see column (1) in Table A-5), we find that being a captain or an owner

of a boat with an egalitarian organization is not associated with more cooperative de-660

cisions (p=0.627). Similarly, being crew on a boat with an hierarchical organization

does not affect the cooperation rate (p=0.874). In contrast, captains from boats with

hierarchical organization are less likely to cooperate than the baseline participant (regu-

lar crew members from boats with egalitarian organization) when no social information

is provided (p = 0.023). Yet, they cooperate significantly more when exposed to the665

norm-based intervention, however, 150% percent (p = 0.010). For participants that are

exposed to majority voting (column (2) in Table A-5) we see no effects of either being a

captain/owner or coming from a boat with hierarchical organization. In simple terms,

captains/owners with the authority to make decisions in real life drive the treatment

effect for dictatorial decisions.670

4.4 Individual level outcomes

To learn more about the mechanisms by which social information may affect team deci-

sions, we turn to individual level outcomes. The social information message is designed

to change behavior through a change in the perceived social norm and it is indeed a

common finding that those who receive information about cooperative behavior of oth-675

ers, expect them to cooperate and subsequently cooperate themselves. Hence, we first

analyze how the provision of social information affects descriptive beliefs in the first

round.30

For dictatorial decisions, we find that descriptive beliefs are significantly affected by

social information. Without social information, 31% of the participants believe that680

30We consider the descriptive beliefs elicited in the first round as they are not affected by own decisions
or the behavior of others but only by the social information message.
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Table 3: Average Marginal Effects from a Mediation analysis of the effect of social infor-
mation on cooperation through descriptive beliefs (DB) and normative beliefs (NB) for both
coordination mechanisms

Dict. decision Majority Voting
DB NB Indiv.Coop.Rate DB NB Indiv.Coop.Rate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Social information 0.280∗∗∗ 0.061 0.064 0.082∗

(0.083) (0.081) (0.048) (0.042)
— NB (cooperate) 0.178∗∗ 0.060

(0.077) (0.041)
— NB (cond. coop.) 0.001 0.001

(0.010) (0.002)
— NB (defect) -0.179∗∗ -0.062

(0.079) (0.042)
DB 0.249∗∗∗ 0.575∗∗∗

(0.060) (0.051)
NB (cooperate) 0.430∗∗∗ 0.186∗∗∗

(0.092) (0.060)
NB (defect) -0.149∗∗∗ -0.161∗∗∗

(0.055) (0.052)
Individual controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 180 180 180 468 468 468

Notes: The table reports average marginal effects from individual level probit models (for descriptive beliefs),
ordered probit models (for personal normative beliefs), and individual level fractional probit models (for coop-
eration rates). Robust standard errors are clustered at the session level (in parentheses). Margins are calculated
at mean values of all covariates. Individual controls include age, age squared, crew size, an indicator whether
the crew mainly targets dagaa, self-reported altruism, risk preferences and social image concerns, as well as a
measure for comprehension. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,5, and 10% level.

other teams will cooperate. With social information, this share increases by 26 percent-

age points to 57%. The difference is significant with p = .001, combined N = 180. To

our surprise, we cannot document a significant effect of social information on descriptive

beliefs when decisions are determined by majority voting. Without social information,

38% of participants believe that other teams are cooperative. With social information,685

this share is 43%, an insignificant increase with p = .300, combined N = 468.

To support these findings, we conduct a mediation analysis and study whether the

effect of social information on cooperation is mediated by descriptive beliefs. That is, if

social information changes descriptive beliefs and these beliefs are a significant predictor

of cooperation decisions, then the treatment runs through a change in the perceived690

social norm. Table 3 presents the average marginal effects of the mediation analysis.

For dictatorial decisions, we find clear evidence that the social information treat-

ment effect is mediated by a change in descriptive beliefs. First, social information
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significantly increases the likelihood that dictators expect other teams to cooperate by

almost thirty percentage points (p = .001), see column (1). Second, expecting the other695

team to cooperate predicts own cooperation (p < .001) such that the treatment effect is

transmitted to a behavioral response, see column (3).

For majority decisions, we find that social information induces a small and insignifi-

cant change in descriptive beliefs (p = .186), see column (4). While descriptive beliefs do

drive behavior (p < .001, see column (6)), very little of that predictive power originates700

from the social information treatment. In fact, the treatment effect that is documented

by our descriptive results and non-parametric tests (Figure 5) appears to be due to a

small direct effect of the social information message on behavior (the marginal effect

predicts a 8.2 percentage point increase, p = 0.052). Those that receive information

about the cooperative behavior of other teams have a slightly increased likelihood to705

subsequently cooperate themselves but they do not necessarily expect other teams to

cooperate.

Our mediation analysis sheds some light on the latent mechanism of the behavioral

change that is induced by social information when decision are made by teams. While

the weak and insignificant treatment effect on descriptive beliefs for majority voting is710

somewhat surprising, the substantial and clear transmission we observe for dictatorial

decisions is in line with our hypothesis and a number of similar results in the literature

that analyzes individual decision settings.

A key difference between the two coordination mechanisms is that participants cannot

evade responsibility when they have to make the team decision by dictatorial choice.715

Those participants may take the social information as a signal of what should be done.

In particular, if they themselves have a preferences for conformity with other teams

or they believe that their members would want their fairness or conformity preferences

represented, social information would induce cooperation. Similarly, social information

may reduce participant’s fear of being exploited and thereby decrease the need to defect720

for in-group protection. Conversely, the possibility to evade responsibility under majority

voting may mean that the information about the behavior of other teams is less relevant

for own decisions. For example, under an egalitarian decision structure, participants

may care more about benefiting the in-group than conforming with the actions of other

teams. Consequently, the social information may be disregarded and does not become725

a signal for what should be done.

We therefore take a closer look at participants’ normative beliefs, i.e., what par-

ticipants think is the right thing to do. Interestingly, we observe a treatment effect of

social information on normative beliefs for individuals under dictatorial decisions, but
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not for individuals under majority voting. While 29% of dictators hold the belief that730

cooperation is the morally right thing to do without social information, the share is

50% with social information. The likelihood to answer with the belief that indicates

defection and conditional cooperation (i.e., to do what others do) decreases by ten and

twelve percentage points, respectively. A chi-square test for univariate frequency distri-

butions establishes that these differences are significant, p < .000 combined N = 180.735

For majority decisions, normative beliefs are only weakly affected, p = .099 combined

N = 468. The share of cooperative beliefs is only increased by four percentage points

from 37% without social information to 41% with social information. The likelihood to

answer with the belief that indicates defection and conditional cooperation decrease by

seven percentage points and increase by three percentage points, respectively.740

To identify the role of participants’ normative belief in inducing behavioral change,

we examine whether the treatment effect of social information is additionally mediated

by normative beliefs. We support our non-parametric finding and observe a significant

effect of social information on normative beliefs when decisions are made by dictators,

see column (2) in Table 3. With social information, participants are around 18 per-745

centage points more likely to hold an unconditional preference for cooperation and 18

percentage points less likely to prefer defection than without social information. The in-

tervention does not affect the likelihood to hold a preference for conditional cooperation.

Furthermore, we find evidence that participants’ normative belief drives behavior. This

indicates that the treatment effect is also mediated by a change in normative beliefs.750

Compared to those stating a preference for conditional cooperation, unconditionally co-

operative dictators cooperate approximately 57 percentage points more and those that

state a preference for defection cooperate around 18 percentage points less, see column

(3) in Table 3. We also conduct a mediation analysis of normative beliefs with respect to

majority voting, see columns (5) and (6) in Table 3. Normative beliefs are not responsive755

to the social information treatment and can therefore not transmit any treatment effect.

Again, participants’ normative belief is a significant predictor of individual cooperation

rates.

5 Discussion

Collective action problems such as climate change, corporate collusion, or community760

resource management are social dilemmas that need to be solved by teams. These social

dilemmas cannot be solved by formal regulations alone, but require a shift in the social

norms that govern behavior. In this paper, we present an experiment that sheds a first
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light on whether a norm-based intervention increases cooperation when decisions are

made by teams.765

Our study builds an important bridge between the experimental laboratory and

the field, not only because our participants work together in teams in their daily lives

as fishermen at Lake Victoria, but also because they work under hierarchical as well

as egalitarian organizational structures that match the majority voting and dictatorial

decision mechanisms that we impose.770

The existing literature has – by and large – documented the success of norm-based

interventions on individual behavior. We complement this literature by showing that

a norm-based intervention can also change collective action. Interestingly, we find that

the social information message works stronger for teams whose action is determined by

a randomly selected choice of a dictator than for teams whose action is determined by775

majority voting. These results echo with the sentiment that pro-social incentives are

more effective with individuals (Gatiso et al., 2018). In cases where cooperation may

increase social welfare, individuals should be preferred as decision makers (Charness and

Sutter, 2012). We add nuance to this discussion by highlighting that the bias towards

rational and self-interested behavior in teams can be overcome without dissolving teams780

as such but by increasing the responsibility for one team member: the social information

message has a stronger effect under a hierarchical decision structure than under an

egalitarian decision structure.

Moreover, we contribute to the literature on authority and power in decision-making

(Fehr et al., 2013) and identify that these attributes may be influential drivers of be-785

havioral change in team decision making. We find that when team decisions are made

by dictatorial choice, agents with real-life decision making authority in hierarchically

organized teams are particularly receptive to a norm-based intervention. While these

participants are not more cooperative per se, they are particularly responsive to infor-

mation about the behavior of other teams, indicating that cooperative leadership may790

emerge from paradigms of cooperation.

As with any experiment, there are limits to the external validity of its findings. Our

design abstracts from several features of real-world team decision making. First of all,

we allow for only very limited communication among team members. Irrespective of the

decision making environment, team members can observe each others’ choices, but they795

cannot freely express the reasons for their decisions. Similarly, while participants can

express their disapproval with cooperating or defecting, they cannot publicly speak to
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convince others in the room that one action was preferable to another.31

A second difference with real life is that the interactions in the prisoner’s dilemma

are one-shot repetitions with an anonymous perfect stranger matching, such that there800

are no spillover effects over time. Teams cannot build up a reputation and behavioral

patterns cannot explicitly consolidate. The absence of payoff linkages across rounds also

means that there is no room for history-dependent strategies. Especially for issues of

resource management, depleting the resource stock could be used as an effective threat

to enforce cooperation, at least in theory (Polasky et al., 2005).805

Third, we consider unitary teams. While this is a good approximation for many

fisheries where crew members are paid in shares, free-riding incentives within the team

and issues of self-selection into teams should be considered in other settings.32 An

analysis on how these intra-team incentives interact with a social information treatment

would connect our experiment to the literature on team contests and multi-level public810

good games.

Relaxing any of these constraints is likely to modify the effect of the social information

treatment. Obtaining a better understanding of how robustly a norm-based interven-

tion can increase cooperation in social dilemmas between teams is highly topical. Our

experiment is a first step and more research is needed to learn about the mechanisms815

of behavioral change for joint decisions. In particular, the provision of social informa-

tion is a powerful tool in a laboratory experiment since participants are likely to trust

the information (they have little to no experience with experimental settings). But the

implementation in the field is non-trivial as the credibility of norm-based interventions

hinges on the use of a trustworthy source and proper targeting. Yet, social norms are820

a promising candidate for informal governance that addresses collective action problems

at local levels as they are cost-efficient, flexible and operate at the root of behavioral

change.

31In focus group discussions, fishermen conveyed the sentiment that disapproval has no significance if it
is not backed by the entire community. That is, all disapproval signals that are not (almost) unanimous
are disregarded. We find suggestive evidence that disapproval is not systematically used. In no treatment
and at no iteration of the repeated game, one of the disapproval options was chosen by a meaningful
majority of participants (i.e., by at least 60%. How cultural differences may account for the difference
in disapproval impacts to studies such as Masclet et al. (2003) or Dugar (2013) is beyond the scope of
this paper.

32Also in our setting at Lake Victoria, there is variation in the payment structure: Fishing crews use
different agreements for wage payment or the distribution of catch earnings. Conditions range from
proportional catch earnings over fixed daily or monthly wages to more unclear payment structures where
the daily revenue is in turn kept by the owner or the crew (Kateka, 2010, and own data).
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Appendix

A-1 Sample Characteristics

Our sample consists of N = 648 fishermen from landing sites at Lake Victoria, Tanzania. In
Table A-1, we present participant characteristics for both coordination mechanisms with mean1035

comparison tests across social information treatments. Participants are on average in their
thirties and we observe only a total of four female participants indicating that the Lake Victoria
fisheries are dominated by men. The fishermen in our sample rely heavily on their income from
fishing as about 70% of household earnings come from the daily fishing activities. On a range
of self-reported preferences (Likert scale from 0 to 5) we observe that fishermen are somewhat1040

risk averse (mean value around 2), and state moderate preferences for altruism (mean value
around 3.8).The majority of participants have strong social image concerns (mean value around
3.1). All preferences are bi-modally distributed with peaks at 0 and 5, respectively. 21% of our
participants have previously participated in an economic experiment.

Participant characteristics are, for the most part, balanced across social information treat-1045

ments. The age difference for dictators is not concerning as it is negligible in absolute size.

Table A-1: Participant characteristics with mean comparison
tests across social information treatments

Dictator Majority
SI no SI p-val SI no SI p-val

Age 35.28 38.50 .028 35.63 35.83 .827
Female 0 0 - 0.013 0.004 .316
HH income (% fish) 62.00 65.29 .380 70.15 70.85 .757
Risk pref 2.14 1.93 .514 2.05 1.79 .188
Altruism pref 3.71 3.64 .822 3.94 3.87 .704
Social image concern 3.09 3.03 .860 3.19 3.18 .983
Prior participation 0.244 0.250 .930 0.228 0.177 .166
N 90 90 234 234

Notes: Comparison of individual participant characteristics with mean com-
parison tests between social information (SI) and no social information (no
SI) treatments for both dictatorial and majority coordination mechanism.
All displayed test statistics are mean-comparison t-tests with non-adjusted
p-values.

Furthermore, we compare sample characteristics across social information treatments for the
crews in our data, see Table A-2. In case members of the same crew in our experiment give
conflicting answers to any questions that should be answered equivalently for all crew members,
we consider the modal response within the team. The fishing at Lake Victoria is dominated by1050

crews of three or four members, and around 30% of crews in our sample mainly target the Dagaa
species (which is usually targeted by somewhat larger crews). After adjusting for inconsistent
responses, we observe that about 40% of all crews use a hierarchical organization structure where
either the captain or boat owner dictates the location for fishing.

Lastly, we report sample characteristics with mean comparison tests for both coordination1055

mechanisms across experience. We find that the sample is mostly balanced across experience
with the exception of the household’s income share from fishing for dictators and risk preferences
as well as prior participation in experiments for majority decisions. All participant characteristics
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Table A-2: Boat characteristics with mean comparison tests across
social information treatments

Dictator Majority
SI noSI p-val SI noSI p-val

Average age 35.28 38.50 .061 35.62 38.83 .859
Crew size 3.20 3.41 .232 3.54 3.88 .030
Main gear (Dagaa) 0.100 0.167 .456 0.282 0.423 .066
Hierarchic organization 0.433 0.300 .292 0.423 0.385 .627
N 30 30 78 78

Notes: Comparison of boat level characteristics with mean comparison tests
across social information treatments between boats that use a participatory ap-
proach to decision making and boats that use hierarchic decisions. All displayed
test statistics are mean-comparison t-tests with non-adjusted p-values.

are controlled for in our regression specifications.

Table A-3: Participant characteristics with mean comparison tests
across experience

Dictator Majority
Exp. no Exp. p-val Exp. no Exp. p-val

Age 34.14 37.41 .102 35.52 35.92 .667
Female 0 0 - 0.005 0.012 .368
HH income (% fish) 71.62 62.11 .061 71.01 69.97 .617
Risk pref 1.97 2.05 .843 1.73 2.09 .066
Altruism pref 3.75 3.66 .811 3.89 3.91 .893
Social image concern 3.62 3.95 .119 3.13 3.23 .653
Prior participation 0.286 0.240 .608 0.239 0.169 .064
N 29 151 222 246

Notes: Comparison of individual participant characteristics with mean comparison
tests between experienced (Exp.) and inexperienced (no Exp.) participants for both
dictatorial and majority coordination mechanism. All displayed test statistics are
mean-comparison t-tests with non-adjusted p-values.
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A-2 Regression Analysis1060

In Table A-4, we show the regression coefficients from the fractional probit models on team
cooperation rates whose average marginal effects we report in Table 2. For completeness, we also
report coefficients for all control variables. All control variables are averaged for teams that use
majority decisions. We observe that team cooperation slightly increases with age. Also, those
crews that target dagaa cooperate more while social image concerns generally correlate with less1065

cooperative responses under the dictatorial decision mechanism, but not under majority voting.

Table A-4: Regression results from fractional probit models on team cooperation
rate for majority voting and dictatorial decisions

Team Cooperation Rate
Dict. dec. Maj. voting Pooled

Social info 0.478∗∗ 0.368∗ 0.375∗ 0.597∗∗

(0.219) (0.206) (0.197) (0.280)
Dict. decision 0.161 0.335

(0.237) (0.278)
Social info × dict. dec. 0.101 -0.297

(0.294) (0.344)
Experience 0.262

(0.280)
Social info × experience -0.473

(0.381)
Dict. dec. × experience -0.979∗∗

(0.415)
Social info × dict. dec. × experience 1.716∗∗∗

(0.583)
Age 0.118∗∗∗ 0.085 0.103∗∗∗ 0.115∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.077) (0.040) (0.044)
Age2 -0.001∗∗ -0.001 -0.001∗∗ -0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Crew size -0.050 -0.060 -0.058 -0.062

(0.122) (0.133) (0.094) (0.091)
Main gear (Dagaa) 0.307 0.449∗ 0.347∗∗ 0.346∗∗

(0.235) (0.248) (0.171) (0.169)
Comprehension -0.501∗ -0.431 -0.459∗ -0.448∗

(0.284) (0.444) (0.240) (0.240)
Altruism preference 0.074∗ 0.179∗∗ 0.093∗∗ 0.084∗∗

(0.044) (0.083) (0.038) (0.039)
Risk preference -0.030 0.092 0.000 0.012

(0.031) (0.077) (0.031) (0.033)
Social image concern -0.075∗∗∗ -0.038 -0.069∗∗∗ -0.078∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.072) (0.027) (0.026)
N 180 156 336 336

Notes: The table reports regression coefficient from team level fractional probit regression models
on cooperation rate. Robust standard errors are clustered at the session level (in parentheses).
All observable characteristics are averaged among the three team members for teams that use
majority voting. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,5, and 10% level.

In Table A-5 we furthermore regression results from fractional probit models on individual
cooperation rates for majority voting an dictatorial choice in support of column (4) in Table 2. In
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particular, we dissect our experience measure in (i) whether the individual states to be an captain
or owner (CO), (ii) whehter the crew uses a hierarchical organizational strucutre (HO), and (iii)1070

whether the participant states to be the decision making captain or owner in the hierarchically
organized crew (CO-HO), i.e., whether the participant reports to have decision making authority.
Our results are robust to the interpretation of our heterogeneous treatment effect with respect
to experience. That is, for dictatorial decisions, we find that those with experience (the CO-
HO participants) cooperate less without social information and substantially more with social1075

information.

Table A-5: Regression results from fractional probit models on individual
cooperation rate for majority voting and dictatorial decisions

Individual Cooperation Rate
Dict. dec. Maj. voting Pooled

(1) (2) (3)
Social info (SI) 0.406 0.157 0.170

(0.282) (0.162) (0.162)
Role = captain/owner (CO) -0.099 -0.082 -0.068

(0.204) (0.199) (0.202)
SI × CO -0.207 -0.059 -0.072

(0.383) (0.245) (0.244)
Boat with hierarchical organization (HO) -0.051 -0.148 -0.155

(0.321) (0.229) (0.229)
SI × HO -0.128 0.447 0.426

(0.449) (0.282) (0.280)
CO on HO boat (CO-HO) -0.731∗∗ 0.331 0.341

(0.321) (0.244) (0.237)
SI × CO-HO 1.534∗∗ -0.229 -0.245

(0.596) (0.288) (0.284)
Dict. dec. 0.091

(0.230)
SI × dict. dec. 0.236

(0.305)
Dict. dec.e × CO -0.077

(0.323)
SI × dict. dec. × CO -0.126

(0.464)
Dict. dec. × HO 0.192

(0.389)
SI × dict. dec. × HO -0.635

(0.504)
Dict. dec. × CO-HO -1.039∗∗∗

(0.350)
SI × dict. dec. × CO-HO 1.683∗∗∗

(0.597)
Individual controls Yes Yes Yes
N 180 468 648

Notes: The table reports coefficients from individual level fractional probit regression
models on cooperation rate. Robust standard errors are clustered at the session level (in
parentheses). Margins are calculated at mean values of all covariates. Controls include
age, age squared, crew size, an indicator whether the crew mainly targets dagaa, self-
reported altruism, risk preferences and social image concerns, as well as a measure for
comprehension. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,5, and 10% level.
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Supplementary Figures

Figures A-1 and A-2 show the distribution of the multiple correlation coefficients of one thousand
random permutations over participant’s allocation to teams. That is, we ask how well is first team
member’s cooperation decision explained by the cooperation decisions of the second and the third1080

team member. The line shows the observed value in the data (0.07 under no social information
and 0.04 under social information). As can be seen in the Figures, 36% and respectively 65% of
all randomly composed teams make more aligned decisions (team members cooperation decisions
are more correlated).

35.86 % of random teams make more aligned cooperation decisions
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Figure A-1: Comparison of observed team alignment to the alignment of
randomly matched teams – no social information

65.3 % of random teams make more aligned cooperation decisions
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Figure A-2: Comparison of observed team alignment to the alignment of
randomly matched teams – social information
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Screenshots1085

Figures A-3 and A-4 display screenshots for the two outcome variables in our analysis. Each
decision screen displays the round number (in Swahili: “Mzunguko”) at the top of the page.
On the screen shown in Figure A-3, participants are asked about their descriptive belief, i.e.,
they are asked what they “guess most teams in this survey will actually do” in this round.
“Kisia” translates to the word “guess”. Available responses match the choice set for contribution1090

decisions. That is, participants could either guess that most teams would cooperate (to leave
the points in the collective account is depicted in the left pictogram) or defect (to take the
points from the collective account is depicted in the right pictogram). On the screen shown in
Figure A-4, participants are asked to make a contribution decision. “Hatua” translates to the
word “action”. Options are to cooperate or defect, using the same pictograms displayed on the1095

screen that elicits descriptive beliefs. To prevent confusion with the belief elicitation screen, the
contribution screen is set on a yellow background.

Figure A-3: Screenshot of the descriptive belief
elicitation. Left button means cooperation (leave
the points), right buttom means defection (take
the points).

Figure A-4: Screenshot of the contribution deci-
sion. Left button means cooperation (leave the
points), right buttom means defection (take the
points).

Figures A-5 and A-6 display screenshots for the outcome information given after teams
make majority or dictatorial decisions, respectively. For both types of decision making, the
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top row displays the individual decisions made by each of the three team members. One’s own1100

decision is denoted by “mimi”, translating to the word “you”. The other two team members’
decisions are denoted by a stick figure pictogram. At the bottom, the resulting team cooperation
decision is displayed. When teams decide with a majority decision (see Figure A-5), the resulting
team cooperation is the majority aggregation of the three individual decisions displayed above.
When teams decide with a dictatorial decision (see Figure A-6), the team cooperation decision1105

is signified by a blue frame around one of the individual decisions displayed above.

Figure A-5: Screenshot of the outcome informa-
tion in a majority decision. In the top row, all
three team member votes are displayed. The pic-
togram below denotes the resulting team decision.

Figure A-6: Screenshot of the outcome informa-
tion in a dictatorial decision. In the top row, all
three team member decision are displayed with the
blue frame indicating who was randomly chosen as
the dictator. The pictogram below denotes the re-
sulting team decision.
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Lastly, Figure A-7 displays a screenshot for the disapproval decision. Disapproval (in Swahili:
”Kukataliwa”) of either cooperation (to leave the points, leftmost pictorial) or defection (to take
the points, middle pictorial) is signaled by pressing the button that shows a red thumbs down
picture over the respective choice pictorial. Also, participants could opt for an outside choice1110

depicted by a grey rectangle that signifies the disapproval of nothing.

Figure A-7: Screenshot of the disapproval choice.
Disapproval with the respective choice is signalled
by the thumbs down. The most right option de-
picts the option to disapprove of nothing.
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